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fire

A fire in a hollow of the boulder served for a forge, and on the flatter part was his anvil.
A fire that goes no more out!
A fire can generally be traced.
A fire shall devour them which is not kindled.
A fire in a sky-scraper ought to be fought from above.
A fire was one of the things Toby certainly loved.
A fire is now kindled either by the common matches, ma-tci, or by steel and flint.
A fire in a country village is a great event.
If fire occurs anywhere, let me know at once.
No fire was discovered during the afternoon hike.
And fire spread from the arsenal, too.
The fire still smouldered in the decayed log and numerous sticks still smoked at their ends.
The fire was out and the ashes cold.
The fire mark of Dayton’s Teutonia Insurance Company, shown above, first appeared about 1870.
The fire engine is a single-pump Ahrens-Fox and originally cost $4,000.
The fire drove her out with her charge, and it was placed in Mechanics’ Pavilion.
The fire rolled in mass straight down upon St. Pierre and the shipping.
The fire wave swept off the masts and smokestack as if they were cut with a knife.
The fire was the thing that held him back.
The fire was increasing to terrific proportions and drawing steadily nearer.
The fire had been carried through the thick woods.
The fire was a success.
The fire has not all gone out of me.
The fire burned the town.
The fire had swept over the summit and the way before them was like the area they had just crossed.
The fire in the little fireplace burned clear and bright, making a circle of light in the dark forest.
The fire itself created a draft.
The fire has an awful start on us.
The fire crew has been on the way four hours.
The fire fighters looked their astonishment, but made no comment.
The fire had started in a cut-over tract just below the edge of the virgin timber.
The fire had shrunken to a white bed of ashes.
The fire he had been fighting was extinguished.
The fire would have spread in an elongated circle, or more exactly an oval.
The fire was low when Bessie awoke with a start.
The fire responded bravely|the old logs were always willing to make a night of it.
The fire that burned forever and ever!
The fire will soon be ready.
The fire bites deeper than the black ants.
The fire is but a pleasant warmth.
The fire drew near.
The fire drew near|and nearer.
The fire was advancing up the stream.
The fire had spared nothing.
The fire at South Kensington has been already described.
The fire was burning low and the embers sent only a feeble glow around the Council Rock.
The fire leaped over roofs and trees, and ignited whole streets at once.
The fire was spontaneous.
The fire swept the streets of all the ordinary dust and rubbish, consuming it instantly.
The fire proved very disastrous, and a large force was speedily concentrated.
The fire had now become several miles in circumference.
The fire was now burning furiously, and the smoke was well-nigh overpowering.
The fire holes are shallow, and the fire slots are quite narrow (fig.
New fire is made at the beginning of their new year with great ceremony.
The fire was now under control.
The fire seems, even to the brutes, to be the emblem of the genius of our humanity.
The fire blazes; the buzz of conversation rises and falls, sinks and swells.
The fire was a mile nearer the camp when the ditch was finished.
The fire doesn’t even know it’s raining!
The fire which consumes his dwelling is a personal boon, as he can readily explain.
The fire which struck these trees was that from our muskets upon the advancing Rebels.
This fire gained some headway before it was discovered.
This fire was of incendiary origin.
Hold fire best you can.
This fire burnt for a fortnight, and caused the loss of property valued at 2,000,000l.
At a fire in Agar Street, Strand, in November, 1892, a fireman was killed primarily through smoke.
That fire didn’t do no real damage|nothin’ we can’t fix up in a day or two.
Now, fire your broadside at us.
But a fire may start somewhere else, and here I’d be with my fire crew.
Don’t fire that gun again in here.
A new fire had to be made, and they worked with feverish haste.
And a fire went out from the Lord, and devoured Nadab and Abihu: God said in the 32. of Deut.
Don’t fire under any conditions except by command.
Don’t fire a shot; just lay the iron down on them.



If the fire should burn out he did not know how to get more of it.
If the fire puts him out of business it’s going to ruin the old man, for he barely makes a living now.
Rarely fire is made by working the drill on a plane surface, in single, non-connecting holes.
It was fire that made it possible for people to have real homes.
Through fire and frost and snow I see you go, I see your feet that bleed, My heart bleeds too.
If only fire could be kept out of the forests, we might some day raise our own timber again.
Being a fire patrol involves a whole lot more than merely walking about through the woods.
By that fire I live.
If at a fire all other means of rescue be unavailable, the sheet should be brought into use.
Training fire horses to pull the heavy engines was a long and complicated task.
When the fire came we were going to our posts (we are engineers) to weigh anchor and get out.
He had a fire brand, too!
The huge fire is fought at every possible point.
The back fire had been started half way in the timber lot.
But don’t fire until I give the word.
The steam fire engine, often called a bulljine," could run for hours without tiring.
A wall of fire swept over the town and the bay.
From this fire in front of my home cave I will build other fires.
There was fire and sound, more fire than autumn made burning in the hills.
With open fire trails before them, the chums advanced rapidly.
But Joe’s fire and water act was one of the big features on the circus bill.
Flakes of fire fell in all directions, and huge volumes of flame flashed upward to the sky.
But "Never fire first!"
Og and his fire arrested them.
If I see a fire I shall hurry to it, the way I came down to your big smoke.
Around the fire that night we felt a sense of depression because our trip was drawing to an end.
Around the fire sat and lay five girls.
No mark of fire was upon them; they lay there as if asleep.
This great fire proved a terrible object-lesson.
He found a fire raging in the house of a chemist at No.
I hope the fire hasn’t spread and reached the house, Bessie.
Around the fire we can forget all the bad things that have happened, and think only of the good.
Boom! rifle fire and cannonade.
Don’t let a fire get started, whatever happens.
See how the fire is blazing yonder!
This potent fire of love might doubtless be smothered with sand and ashes, but never extinguished.
The rushing fire seemed to eat up and annihilate the trees.
Our love of fire comes partly, doubtless, from our natural love of destruction for destruction’s sake.
The pierced fire hearth is somewhat impracticable, except in the Malay sawing method.
That making fire by this way is difficult to those inexperienced in it is not strange.
Still, that fire was too timely to have been accidental.
There was no fire visible, but the lava dust rained down upon us steadily.
To build the fire he had been forced to remove his mittens, and the fingers had quickly gone numb.
An excellent fire trail would take some of them afoot direct to the first blazes.
They put the fire out while the others finished packing the things that had to be taken back.
Besides, the fire has, no doubt, been spreading in this direction ever since.
He kindled a fire close by his rock, and cooked them upon the coals with his usual success.
Of the other fire which is exterminative and strange, of which it is also in the 10. of Leviticus 2.
An hour by a fire might bring some warmth, but the first step into the open air would drive it away.
And still the fire burned on and scorched his poor soul back into the body to be tortured more.
I have fought fire in the forest.
He called his fire crew together.
Meanwhile the fire would spread but slowly.
That the city fire department was doing its best was not to be doubted.
Swift, if the fire had mushroomed out more.
By-and-by the fire burned low again and the light grew dim.
Toby kept the fire going by feeding fresh fuel from time to time.
Moreover, the fire leaped out of the building, and began to attack other houses at the back.
Added that new fire was made in the secret house and the renewed fire took force.
Soon now rifle fire in sullen, crackling volleys broke upon the air.
Eventually the fire was forgotten as the volunteers engaged in a free-for-all.
Og shifted his fire brand and whipped stone upon stone at them.
So long as the fire burned there he had not the courage to lead his band to attack.
Meanwhile, the fire of the Federals up there among the rocks had entirely ceased.
I want to be a fire patrol because I love the woods.
She thanks the fire patrols for taking care of her husband.
It’s a tree on fire up near the top!
He’s a regular fire worshipper.
That’s why the fire flew so.
Suggest a back fire in their fields, to give clear space fire cannot jump.
As late as 1824 fire buckets were the sole means of combating flames in Dayton.
Then streams of fire would shoot out, and other reports followed.
The red glow of fire was on the forge.
It was a ground fire that crept slowly along among the leaves.
The roar of the fire was terrifying.
Altogether, the fire had swept over not more than a hundred acres.
They soon had a fire burning, and broiled the fish on the coals, and thus made their dinner.



There’s quite a fire in town!
In spite of the fire she was growing stiff with the cold.
Soon the engine fire was roaring below, and the steam was hissing for its work.
This particular fire was the largest Mapleton had ever known.
There’s quite a fire in town.
And look at the fire you started!
Later, the steam fire engine replaced human muscle in the operation of the pumps.
He knew that the fire held them from an immediate attack.
Rocket ships cut fire above it, crossing the sky to all the far ports of earth.
He knew that the fire fighters had gone on to the next valley to subdue the blazes there.
It’s the hardest fire of all to put out, if it once gets away.
The glorious old fire felt the sun’s power and shuddered, trembling with an ill-defined fear.
By this time the fire had died down to the coals, and on these Phil laid his fish.
In the case of a fire occurring in any compartment, two methods of proceeding are available.
To see a burning fire in an old house.
In the morning a fire was to be started in the same pit where the experiment had partly failed before.
The serpent; the fire from heaven.
Like race horses, fire horses had to be kept in top condition.
He had discovered fire again.
Still he knew the fire was in the rock.
It is the barrage fire beginning again.
The men about the fire showed no signs of surprise.
I don’t think the fire can have reached there so far, though it’s heading that way fast.
Even the marks of fire had been obliterated by the subsequent grubbing of the roots.
We’ve fought this fire for hours and it’s only a piece of luck that Lew isn’t dead.
This is the third fire that has occurred in this tract.
Your service as a fire patrol ends to-night.
At any time now a fire patrol could take up his twenty-four-hour watch at the fire-tower.
Take them off the fire and let them dry.
I went out to the fire and read them to my comrades.
She used Eleanor’s fire name, Wanaka, just as Minnehaha was her fire name; her own was Margery Burton.
Why not quench the fire at its start with water?
Soon the onrushing fire ended the cry and the men turned to other tasks.
You can sit by the fire and dream while others hunt for you.
If we can hold the fire for a little bit longer the forest will be safe.
Thither, also, the fire apparatus was dashing.
Veteran members of fire departments in and about Shopton told Tom so.
As the glow of the fire spread, it fell upon the figures of the warriors, who looked grim and uncanny.
For preserving the fire for any length of time they use a piece of decayed wood.
The roaring of the fire could be plainly heard now.
Shown above are the fire marks of three Dayton insurance companies.
Hastily he made two fire brands and ignited them.
Electric spark sets fire to the metal, oxygen feeds the flame.
Whenever this green fire is come upon the earth, the swift contagion spreads to the human heart.
Also, he lay by the fire so that the smoke would keep the mosquitoes away.
Try to hold it till fire crew arrives.
He lighted a little fire in his hearth and the cheery snapping of the burning sticks comforted him.
Jupiter didn’t dare fire for fear of hitting either the one or the other.
There wasn’t enough fire in that room to have melted it.
The Tupi "tata" was fire from the supreme father.
When I can attend a fire I seem to thrill all over.
An immense sheet of fire rose to the sky, rendering the heavens for miles like a vast lurid dome.
He was sitting by a fire in the woods roasting potatoes and reviling the Yankees.
A little nearer the fire Margaret Adams now drew her own big chair.
He was caught by the fire wave and terribly burned.
It shriveled and set fire to everything it touched.
This blazing rum set fire to the Roraima several times.
Everywhere the green fire of spring would be litten anew.
At the bottom of the fire trail Lew and Charley sat down and rested for five minutes.
They’ll follow their fire trails and get here in a fraction of the time it took us to come in.
But there was a good fire trail almost the entire distance.
Have you ever seen a fire choked in a minute?
A steel for striking fire was found in the pile dwellings of the Ueberlinger See.
All day Wednesday the fire spread unchecked, all efforts to stay its devouring fury proving futile.
Their interest in his fire and all that he did was evidence of this to him.
He dashed through the fire and was gone!
For rod after rod the fire was conquered.
He held come to dread fire with a dread unspeakable.
His estimation of the fire afforded still greater relief.
Thereupon Surt flings fire over the earth, and burns up all the world.
By eleven o’clock the fire was blazing as furiously as ever.
What if another great fire had broken out in those dark January days?
"To your stations, and fire the trains," he added.
It was just as if some fire demon was rushing from place to place with such a torch.
Then will Og come with fire from this fire and light each of them.
Say, you Jim, get that fire hook and lift that beam!
A log of wood upon the fire had fallen sharply, and there was a quick upward rush of flame.



When we told about the fire the young man agreed that we certainly had had adventures a-plenty.
Could I get a job as a fire patrol?
But once they struck a fire trail, the path was easy.
He helped me with that fire hoop stunt, and it would be an act of charity to give him work.
I’ll set heah, keep de fire a goin, an you can all sleep safe an sound.
Seated around the camp fire late that night, the two friends talked over the past.
Presently a tempest of fire arose.
Presently a tempest of fire arose, etc.
Bob Doull undertook to fire the train.
The demise of the steam fire engine was not an overnight occurrence.
See, I will build a big fire here.
You know what a cooking fire is, I suppose.
And always the dread of fire was in the background of his consciousness.
Since then the sight of fire near a human being has always a bad effect on me.
Little Billy sat upon a fire hydrant and very carefully picked a young gentleman’s pocket.
And there was a burning fire in my bones.
It must be fetched, for fire we must have.
I’ve stood my turn as a fire guard myself in the Fall, and was hired by the State too.
It was only a step from fire to fudge.
It was a terrible forest fire that Scar Face had started.
He’d rather walk through fire somewhere and stand some chance of getting done with it sometime.
Then he started down the fire trail at a fast pace.
When this tow was set on fire it burned quickly, but Joe knew the flame would not last long.
After brightening up the fire we proceeded to dress his wounds.
Solomon sat there by the fire keeping watch with all his senses on the alert.
By all calculations this fire ought to have died a natural death, but now it is breaking out again.
But there was still some fire spouting up.
On the morning after the fire Mr. Huss’s solicitor committed suicide.
It is often thus that my fire welcomes me when the long day’s task is done.
He believes that the new fire is made at the winter feast of the Iroquois.
The old man saw him, and fire almost flashed from his eyes.
So to-night we light our fire in remembrance of the Great Spirit who gave you to us.
If the wind changes this fire would sweep right down to the edge of the lake.
He heaped sticks onto the fire and sat down for a few moments to think things over.
Around their extinguished fire in the dirty excavation they are frightful to see, black and sinister.
Why, we might as well set fire to houses for the sake of the excellence of life-saving!
He stood before the great fire of logs.
I’m just crazy to get the fire started.
If it wasn’t for our wood fire even our dear Lonnegan would freeze to death.
How should she quench the fire in her heart and brain?
The habit of raking out a fire at night is a popular but mischievous one.
For heaven is composed of fire and water, which is above the heavens.
It was, obviously, a hand fire extinguisher of a type familiar to all.
Through the centuries the fire of his faith flares and flickers and threatens to go out.
In strong, skillful hands fire can be made from wood that does not wholly fulfill these conditions.
This operation of getting fire is always performed by the men, and not by the squaws.
At a safe distance a camp fire was smoldering, a fire built according to the best scout methods.
As dark was coming on, the fire burned brightly on the rocky bench in front of the cave.
He was very dramatic, with fire in his eyes, old Victor said.
She was an artist, and the fire of her flowed toward creation.
I just shoved him into the fire lock.
When they reached the main fire again they began to beat it out with branches.
He could trace the line of fire far ahead, and it seemed to have advanced with remarkable evenness.
In a minute the boys had a fire going.
And so, O Medicine Man, At fire lighting I rode into the village.
Here the hot breath of the fire existed no longer.
The roof is protected from fire by light segmental vaults springing from wall to wall.
These may be Granadoes and fire pots.
Swift, for putting out the fire in our car.
But what does this undying fire mean in actual things and our daily life?
There is no blazing galley fire for the cook of the U-boat.
The mother remained by the fire some time after the boys withdrew.
Sergeant Scarlet could not fire upon an innocent woman.
Fire fell from heaven; the fire of God.
So (to-night) we light our fire in remembrance of the Great Spirit who gave you to us.
As they climbed out by the fire it hissed and spluttered as the rain fell into it.
So we’ll have to light the fire for them, anyhow.
It is not by its streams of fire alone that Etna ravages the valleys and plains at its base.
He had forgotten to build a fire and thaw out.
The man who starts a forest fire kills countless living things.
I depend a lot on him in my fire tricks.
Soon after it disappeared a fire would blaze up on the Beach to guide them back.
The native name for the Ute fire set is whu-tu ni-weap.
It seemed as if she were on fire from head to foot.
If the brooks were full the fire wouldn’t be so likely to jump them.
They enforced it by setting fire to the cotton in presence of its owners.
Dependable as they were, the fire horses cost money.



Through the streets came the fire engines, called from the outlying districts by a general alarm.
My son perished in the great fire that drove us from our homes many moons ago.
They are truly the pillar of fire and the pillar of cloud, circling as one and thundering together.
He should not have built the fire under the spruce tree.
But it was not the fact that fire had been through the region that made Lew cry out.
The methods of extinguishing fire are two, mechanical and chemical.
You stopped me from making a fire you know, Thad; and I fell behind the rest of you that way.
In spite of all efforts, the fire burned steadily on, and dense volumes of smoke poured forth.
And to sit by a lonely watch fire in the woods in the dead of night is to unlock the doors of romance.
The knowledge seemed to send fire through my veins, my heart throbbed fiercely.
The youngster sure do know a fire when he sees it.
After that Scar Face wanted a fire of his own.
The heat from even so small a fire was great.
Only at one point did he find fire smouldering.
They made fast time along the fire trails.
The savages were beginning to fire the deserted homesteads of the settlers.
The police are stretching the fire lines!
I am working on a new kind of fire extinguisher, to be dropped on tall buildings from an airship.
There was a scattering of the fire in the pit as the extinguisher bomb fell among the blazing embers.
The instant the papers caught fire I knew what I had done.
Some speak of ’great balls of fire unrolling and shooting forth, in streams.’
And dearest of all to me is a fire that burns thus in the house of another.
On both occasions, sparks set fire to the roof, the oak rafters on this occasion being ignited.
I found the ashes of a little fire inside.
The distant reflection of the fire barely served to reveal her face, and outline her figure.
Louis’s imagination had taken fire at what chilled the heart of his uncle.
For the first moment since the fire started, she seemed to be losing her self-control.
I went down lower; they didn’t fire at me.
Joe wished he had prepared his fire act earlier but it could not be helped.
The reason is, that in a close fire the whole of the draught must pass through the fire.
His eyes shrunk from the proud fire which shone in the steady gaze of the Sieur.
Give me something to know this fire by and to recognize it again when I see it.
Six-story buildings would take fire and disappear for ever from sight in five minutes by the watch.
The ladders are wheeled to the fire on a truck 50 feet long, and called a "hook-and-ladder truck."
Then, of course, there was the fire on the launch.
Dick looked back at the blazing fire regretfully.
May Robin put the shovel in the fire for you?
You’ve proved that you are good fire fighters.
It would be all right to make a fire over here, I’m sure.
The men were sitting before the fire smoking, when I came upon them.
He wanted to make sure that the fire was out.
All the winged beasts breathing fire are simply a recollection of the comet.
Then the Fire-Dog knew that the fire was out, and that Engine 33’s men would before long be released.
It would be a shame to have any fire here.
Was this, then, the same kind of fire rock?
They were lying farther from the fire and dangerously near my unwelcome visitor.
The fireplace glowed like a camp fire permitted to grow dim for culinary service.
It is comparatively easy to make fire on this apparatus.
Perhaps the Indians used to have fire songs long ago when a fire really meant so much.
From Golden Gate Avenue north the fire crossed the wide street in but one place.
I’m lighting such a bonfire!" The fire was very successful.
In a few moments they reached the fire itself.
At such moments I never see in my fire any likeness to a wild beast.
The parts are of the hi-no-ki, or fire tree, Chamæocyparis obtusa.
The wood is of the best kind, and fire has been made on it a number of times.
We were almost within the zone of fire already.
One man wanted to know whether the fire had reached his home.
It was delightful lying around the fire talking and eating and laughing.
Only in the heart of man burns the fire of righteousness.
Early in the morning, a disastrous fire broke out in Manresa Road, Chelsea.
The quantity of water used at this fire was enormous.
These poor men now were allowed no fire in the bivouac, and had almost nothing to eat.
XXIX In the middle of the night the fire bell rang out wildly.
Well, it was up to him to build the fire over again, and this second time there must be no failure.
William Lantry approached the glass fire lock.
I’d much rather sit out here by the fire and talk, if you’re not sleepy.
Only you and the other boys and the fire keep me young.
Near them was the remains of a camp fire and not far away a litter of old papers and tin cans.
But what in the name of a volunteer fire department set that tree to blazing, Tom?
I told you we should have those new fire escapes!
Tohil, the god who gave the Quiches fire by shaking his sandals, was represented by a flint-stone.
And Mrs. Bartlett says we’ll have a fire built so we can toast marshmallows.
The drill is called hi-kiri-usu, or fire drilling mortar.
Tohil, the god who gave the Quiches fire by shaking his sandals, was represented by a flint-stone.
He came to a point where a tongue of fire had run far in advance of the remainder of the blaze.
I loaded my pipe and lit it, and the fire gave me some cheer.
Eustace Milne had made no attempt to fire a shot.



As he had said, the chief need was a fire extinguishing chemical solution or powder.
The strong upward draft had kept the fire from spreading much to either side.
A battery constantly in readiness to fire on us should an alarm be given stood near by.
There was plenty of hose, and as the fire advanced Jack was thankful for that.
He drew a long slender stick from the fire and began to observe its glowing end.
Was there danger of any one’s setting fire to the forest?
Rapidly the two walked back along the fire trail.
We saw that when he ran away from the fire that he saw last night near the lake.
That’s great stuff for preventing the fire taking hold if you don’t stay in the blaze too long.
O Medicine Man, make me magic for the fire bird, Ease my spirit of the snaring water flower.
Cases where exceptional security from fire is needed seldom occur and are more easily met.
Then the sparks begin to fly, and the fire spreads.
But the camp, thanks to the Boy Scout fire fighters, was saved.
Strange to say, though aground and on fire under a Rebel battery, the Black Hawk was saved.
He made nothing of it, sat down at the fire and began warming himself.
It was cool above but still alive with fire below.
Thoughts of poetry clothed in words of fire must spring unbidden to his lips at such a moment.
He could feel again the licking of the fire as he passed the doorway.
Sometimes his descending bough hit the fire and sometimes it struck the unignited leaves.
Of course, no one can actually swallow fire and live.
In one instance a youth of fifteen set fire to his father’s premises seven times within a few hours.
The next thing I remember was that the fire broke out and my formulae disappeared.
Instead she sat for an hour before her fire with her hands tightly clasped.
You know, Mounties are not supposed to fire first.
How had the firemen obtained a blazing fire and hot steam so soon?
This followed a particularly disastrous fire which destroyed two stores on Main Street.
The Roraima was nearly sunk, and caught fire at once.
We have to go through that whirlwind of fire and those fearful showers that vertically fall.
The canvas fluttered uselessly down and fire showered thick upon it.
Any move they made would come under the fire of my brother’s toy gun.
I believe that is what they started the fire for|to conceal their crime!
We rode steadily forward all day, under fire twice, and once charging a battery.
That would give us a chance to keep the fire from reaching the buildings here.
One New Yorker, it is reported, used his fire bucket as a container for beans.
It was considered the loudest and finest fire bell in the Dayton area.
Scar Face had been there and stolen some fire from the embers in his fireplace.
For one thing he feared Og’s weapon, the fire torch.
It was only half a mile to camp, where a fire was already burning.
I always thought it was a fake, but this fire burned real enough.
Joe bowed and said: That is how to carry fire in your hands.
Our rooms were within a few steps of the fire and it mattered not how late we sat up.
The Kafir’s remark had added fuel to the fire which was burning within his heart.
We could then get there ahead of him and fire as soon as he gave us a chance.
I have been pulling down houses; but the fire overtakes us faster than we can do it.
There is a prevalent belief that to make fire by rubbing two pieces of wood is very difficult.
But whether they were scared or not, the fire left them no choice after a moment more.
Katherine sat hunched gloomily before the fire and held-forth to the Winnebagos.
Quickly he found it was quite a different fire from the one he had extinguished.
Then, if he saw someone sitting up by the fire he would be scared off, I should think.
Now, line up here, and get your supply of fire sticks.
When the coffee was ready, the man by the fire accepted of a cup, and thanked Step-hen warmly.
Many modern structures at the Cripplegate fire were comparatively frail.
When the door is opened, the call for the fire company is then sent.
Soon all the rubbish was collected, and a fire had been built.
So we’ll just go over there and stop that fire ourselves.
This building was one of the first to take fire on Fifth Street.
We may have a long fight before we put the fire out.
Then they went over the entire line of the fire to make sure every spark was extinguished.
Lew got up and by putting more wood on the fire lighted up the interior of the thicket brightly.
Charley was with his crew brushing out the fire trail.
He was followed by the millers, with brass fire engines.
I never knew that any of them could act as fire extinguishers.
These hearths are preserved carefully, and fire has been made on some of them many times.
Both bring out the entire village, but the fire draws the better of the two.
Fred|his rival|had stood up manfully under fire without flinching.
Some in the madness of their rage began to fire up at their captors.
He saw a large room to his left, and a fine fire in the grate.
Bring in the wood, boys, and make a cooking fire in the stove.
Lumley knew that Charley had been acting as fire patrol, because Mr. Marlin had told him so.
You sit up here and roast yourself over the fire and you don’t know what’s going on outside.
It seems as if they expected to put out the fire with noise.
Yet nothing seems to me more natural than a fire in the grate.
The thong is the usual accompaniment of the fire drill.
It has four holes prepared for use; on one, fire has been made.
The instant after small snake-like lines of fire was seen stealing along the decks.
And, after about two hours of fighting, the fire was beaten.
Og gave a loud halloo, and waved his smoking fire torch toward him.



Lewis, I think you’re wrong in believing any fire could reach Oakvale.
Here’s where I get a chance to heap coals of fire on their heads!
In front of one of the smaller houses a camp fire was burning.
But there goes the scout-master to start the fire building, and water boiling test.
It evidently means to flame until the engine fire is burning fast.
Now one spar was shot away; now another; his fire slackened.
But they could not, from the place where the fire had been made, see the road or the carriages.
I could see no sentries, but the embers of a fire were visible on the front driveway.
Ask your father, now that you have been under fire yourself.
All the hairy people who wish it shall have a fire of their own.
That garage man is too much interested in the fire to take care of his business.
I don’t think I want that kind of a boy for a fire patrol, said the forester with a frown.
It was I who asked you yesterday for a job as fire patrol.
If it comes to a show-down, don’t hesitate to fire a man.
Fortunately it was a very dark night, and the fire was ill-directed.
Then, it seemed to Martin, a stream of liquid fire flooded his veins, searing his entire body.
I’m going to try out a new scheme of mine|the fire extinguisher, you know.
Not many yards further on the smoke of a camp fire could be seen in the late afternoon haze.
The splitting of hose in the face of a fierce fire would be a great calamity.
This was repeated as often as necessary until fire was obtained.
In the Aztec calendar the sign for the age of fire is the flint.
The craft carried the largest possible load of fire extinguishing chemicals.
Two or three other small animals lay beside the fire and they decided to repeat the course.
Shelter gained, Og’s attention came back to the fire stick which he still carried.
He realized the risk he was running in handling fire in a circus tent before crowds of people.
But sometimes the rage of the gale would make a fire impossible.
Then they piled on more dry wood, and built the fire up so that it was a great, roaring blaze.
This building would appear to be in danger if a fire occurred in any of the neighbouring premises.
The stopping of the alarm bells proved that the fire was under control.
Is there any other allusion besides this to the fire which accompanied the comet in Genesis?
But I want to get back, and keep an eye on that fire you’ve built.
At the lodge it is the squaw’s duty to make the fire when it is needed.
With this set is a piece of stick which retains fire for a long time.
The bones were finally set, and Akoon lay by the fire for them to knit.
Many people object to going inside a building on fire on account of the danger.
Heart failure, brought on by excitement over the fire and the coming of Judge Dalrymple.
An advancing force would be completely under our fire during the whole time of its ascent.
She had had rather a hard struggle after Mollie’s fire and her own unfortunate part in it.
The lightning had prostrated the tree and had set fire to a mass of brush and logs lying at its roots.
When an alarm was sounded, citizens racing to the fire would seize the nearest bucket available.
I’ll be dreadfully disappointed if they get their fire started first.
There was not much light except from the big camp fire many yards off.
And here I would note a singular coincidence: The fire that fell from heaven was the divine tata.
All darkness shall be hid in his secret places: a fire not blown shall consume him.
It is only a whole seaful of water that can rival fire in variety and in loveliness.
His face is like the bottom of a saucepan that the fire has gradually befouled.
Over to the north it was a fearful sight, with the fire leaping up among some of the trees.
That’s the most important thing, really|to get the fire started.
It shows you why we are so careful when we build a fire and have to leave the place.
Nordenskiöld’s description of the manner of making fire is very detailed.
More than ever will their life be built around the fire which has always been the center of the home.
It began by throwing up from the summit a column of fire and smoke, which ascended to a great height.
They were falling, falling, down through fire, with fire above, below, around, everywhere.
For she had come away from her task of guarding the fire just in time to behold the other girl’s act.
The woman who rapidly bore down on the two boys had fire in her eye.
From the looks of the smoke, there must be a lot of fire on the other side.
We know that we’ll find a place where we can make a fire and cook our supper, though.
Men staggered in from their herculean efforts at the fire lines, only to fall gasping on the grass.
For a moment he sat and stared at the spot where the fire had been.
But in this case, I especially want to know how this fire started.
Yet they found nothing to show them how or where the fire originated.
When the task was completed, he started a very small fire with leaves and small branches.
All police constables shall be authorized to aid the fire brigade in the execution of their duties.
Full three hundred yards had they to cover under the fire of a score of good marksmen.
Several of the surrounding buildings were damaged by fire and heat, and by smoke and water.
He resolved to stand behind a tree the next time and fire without hailing.
We practically never employ a man not yet of age as a fire patrol.
I don’t see why he should have waited when he had the fire to urge him on.
The light left her eyes and she stood staring into the fire with a sad, bitter expression.
Do not let a soul know that we have discovered how the fire originated.
It has eight rather small holes, in every one of which fire has been made.
Nyoda lingered after the rest had gone to see that the fire in the tepee was properly extinguished.
After fire-fighting became a community effort, however, fire marks were simply a form of advertising.
So he stood off and threw bits of burning wood from the fire near me, to frighten me.
Soon after, the theatre filled with smoke, and cries of fire were distinctly heard from behind.
One battle began when two companies argued over use of a fire hydrant.
Presently one of the Orientals dug from the ashes of the fire two roasted sweet potatoes.



Half an hour’s drenching rain would put out nearly every fire there is.
Leaving the horses on the road I made my way through the fire to where my house had stood.
So sudden was the attack that there was not even time to fire a rocket.
On the other hand, when the firemen enter the house, the fire is almost wholly under their command.
This one has known enough to stay out of sight until the fire has forced him from his hiding-place.
The duties of the salvage corps do not end even when the fire is extinguished.
This was oriented, and at the junction of the sticks new fire was made by friction.
However, with those still unencumbered they continued to fire away with the greatest desperation.
And always they sat within the circle of heat cast by the fire and reveled in its warmth.
But he was not thinking of whether he would give them the fire or not.
At the fastest pace he could maintain he jogged along the fire trail.
But he also knew there would be no rattlesnakes where the fire had burned.
And remember this: as a ranger you have power to hire and fire these men.
He ascended an easily climbed tree and saw that the third fire in the valley was also out.
What I want is a chemical combination that will choke the fire off first shot.
By-and-by, Parliament made some effort towards organizing fire extinction.
It was time, for our own batteries were pouring a fearful fire on the very spot where we stood.
They think that just because there never was a really bad fire here before, there never will be.
Hardly was the forester afoot this morning before he had a fire going and breakfast cooking.
About two in the morning of October 7th, 1871, an alarm of fire reached the Holborn station.
Then they do what is often done in country towns where the fire department is of little use.
Darest say she drove not her own stake, Lighted her torture fire with fearless hands?
The real danger is more from surrounding buildings being on fire than from within.
Thus it is that a small quantity of water thrown on a large fire often does serious mischief.
Don’t you remember|the fellow who was talking to you by the fire hydrant?
And before long the policemen were convinced that a serious fire was, indeed, in progress.
Would the sense of duty to her cause actually induce her to fire at me?
The old chief would never dare come near him while he held a fire brand in his hand.
But if an alarm came in he wouldn’t be of much use without a fire crew.
Day after day his mind returned to the problem of the forest fire and the piece of green pasteboard.
A remarkable instance of this took place where a gas-jet set fire to a ceiling 28½ inches from it.
He could barely discern their outlines in the gloom, for the fire was slowly, but steadily, sinking.
The animal was one of our primitive ancestors, and he now saw fire for the first time.
Then I’ll see what’s what." The question of the strange white fire puzzled him at times.
Hardly would they turn to another section than the smoldering fire was sure to spring up again.
And step around occasionally to the other side to make sure a fire isn’t stealing a march on you.
The forester led his companions up the valley a distance to a fire trail.
They had extinguished what at first bade fair to be the worst fire ever seen in their district.
Then they gathered brush from the thicket and built a rousing fire before the tent.
But next time I’ll put him on his honor not to try and make a fire in any way, shape or style.
Angelé Potocka had no lovelier set to her head, no more limpal fire in her eye, than had Opal Verrons.
Thousands of pounds’ worth were saved at the great Cripplegate fire alone in November, 1897.
Many travelers relate that they have seen various peoples make fire with sticks of wood.
The house is swept and everything is moved out of it until the fire is made.
They checked the church-fire, but - "The next thing I knew the fire was in Bateham’s planing-mill."
Although few were aware of it at the time, the era of the steam fire engine had finally arrived.
You know you are not supposed to let anybody know that you’re a fire patrol.
I kept that in the safe of the fireworks concern, and after the fire it could not be found.
And yet I will show you that I can thrust my hand into a blazing fire and suffer no harm.
I was sitting, I thought, in the dusk beside a bright and cheery fire in a neat and cosy little room.
He resisted every invitation, and watched the engine start for a fire with perfect indifference.
Outside our stockade loaded cannon waited but the least alarm to fire upon us.
He carried the pig to the cave and that night sat long before the fire in deep thought.
While doing so, the stranger was giving his full attention to the fire and his culinary duties.
They were issued by insurance companies which maintained their own fire brigades.
Whereas our substance is not cut down, but the remnant of them the fire consumeth.
Dick did not know, as a matter of fact, whether he would be able to fire if the necessity arose.
Instead, he said, "Are you sure you’re strong enough to tackle that fire again?"
Their back-fire ate its way into the wind much faster, and the real fire came on slower.
Mac smiled faintly and leaned forward in his chair, the glow of the fire lighting up his kindly face.
Then Bell will count ’one, two, three’; turn at the first word, and fire at the third.
There seemed nothing to do but stay there and hope that the Austrian fire would slacken.
But far up the run they could now see green foliage again, where the fire had been stopped.
Joyously he adjusted his spark-gap until he had a fine, fat stream of fire leaping between the posts.
The young man Joe had picked out to act as his chief assistant in the fire scenes was Ted Brown.
The Board shall pay such salaries as they think expedient to the said fire brigade.
The only thing we could do was to let out a yell once in a while, and fire off our guns.
Mischa has been my father’s servant for years, and he would go through fire and water for me, I know.
At the breath of the flame the forest shrank away; at the touch of the fire it crumbled into dust.
She was already doing so, and she asked: "Why don’t you pinch out that fire on your coat?"
The barn will be filled with empty boxes and barrels, to make as hot a fire as possible.
They were as blue as the heart of an Ungova iceberg and as warm as the fire which glowed behind her.
In the Quiche legends we are told that the first men were destroyed by fire and pitch from heaven.
No doubt they had seen us, thanks to the rockets, and had trained their fire on us.
Only for an instant more the suspense lasted, and then the cateclysm of fire came.
The candle probably burned for hours before it burned low enough to set fire to the leaves.
The Iroquois are unique in America, and perhaps in the world, in making fire with the pump-drill.



The mist bank and the heavy fall of dew had so moistened things that the fire crept but slowly.
Look where he would, the leaves seemed to have been disturbed before the fire started.
This breast-work served very well at first, but grew unmanageable as our fire became severe.
Wab wishes that he could do likewise, but he is doomed to sit here by the fire and get fat and lazy.
A very flagrant case of laying a hearth on timber was lately exposed by a fire in the City.
Everything depends on keeping the dust in a heap; it is impossible to make fire without doing this.
We made every effort to remove the wounded to places of safety, before the fire should reach them.
And the first thing that he looked for when he became himself again was his fire stick.
Climbing upon a high rock, the forester searched for the point at which the fire had originated.
It was then that they dropped into their places, in a semi-circle around the fire and their Guardian.
Sherman’s army had been banging at the city fearfully, and setting houses on fire all night.
One of them falling on board of a merchant vessel, killed the captain and set fire to the ship.
But when it’s in a metal tube it won’t smell, and I think it will put out any fire that ever started.
She conjured up dreams of the perfumed luxury of the East, and was a figure to fire the imagination.
They had been sent from the stables in the Marienthurm to keep order in case a fire should break out.
He wondered, too, how the automobile of the contortionist had happened to catch fire in the desert.
Which of the temples that man has built, has light for its walls, and cloud and fire for its pillars?
Swayed by the common impulse of destructiveness, I suggested that we should set fire to the nest.
Must not anxiety for her bring him hither, if he learned how near her house the fire was burning?
There was no use to watch longer, for those who brought supplies 45 never made a fire after midnight.
But in the whole room there are but three things living: myself, my dog, and the fire in my grate.
Dick guessed it was shrapnel, though he had, of course, never been under shrapnel fire before.
While the stage is being made ready for my main act, I will show you how to carry fire in your hands.
They passed through the gap in the mountain and started to cross the bottom to the fire trail.
In sum that the holy Scripture is stuffed with these manner of speeches drawn from fire and metals.
Then the little party set off swiftly down the valley toward the point at which the fire started.
His feet must be badly frozen by now, and there would be some time before the second fire was ready.

Such was the setting when, in 1852, Moses Latta of Cincinnati developed his first steam fire engine.
Eagerly Og gathered up his tiger skin, his best knife and hammer, and his still burning fire brand.

In Brazil, in the Province of Goyaz, the Chavantes, Cayapós, and Angaytés, use the simple fire drill.
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